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Throughout this paper we will be concerned with Jordan algebras

(possibly infinite-dimensional) over a field 4> of characteristic j^2

(though the results actually hold for Jordan rings as defined in [3]).

In [l], N. Jacobson introduced a relation of connectedness between

orthogonal idempotents in a Jordan algebra. According to this

definition, two orthogonal idempotents ei and e2 are connected if there

is an element x in the Peirce space %n which is invertible in the Peirce

subalgebra 2fi7i+e2) = 2In+2Ii2+2I22 of the algebra Sf. If yElln is the
inverse of x, then x-y = e\+e2, so

Ci = Ueiix-y),       e2 = Uei(x-y)    (x, y E H12).

An algebra is n-connected if it contains n supplementary orthogonal

idempotents e\, ■ • • , en which are pairwise connected. The funda-

mental Coordinatization Theorem [l] says that an M-connected alge-

bra for w^3 is a Jordan matrix algebra £>(£>„, 7), where 3) is always

alternative and is associative if w^4. In particular, all w-connected

algebras for «3:4 are special.

A notion of connectedness for associative algebras 3) was intro-

duced by W. Martindale in [5]: two orthogonal idempotents ex, e2

are iassociative) interconnected il the (associative) Peirce spaces satisfy

37i = ©laSsi, £>22 = ©2i£)i2. Then in the Jordan algebra 31 = 3)+ the

Peirce space 2Ii2 = 372+37i satisfies

2 2
Sin = ei§Ii2ei,        2I22 = e22fi2e2.

This leads us to say that two orthogonal idempotents ei, e2 in an arbi-

trary Jordan algebra 21 are (Jordan) interconnected if

Sin = £7,21,2,        2I22 = E722&-

It is actually enough if

ei E Ue/H\2,       e2 E E722li2

since, if ei = 77,(2x2) for XiE^.12, then any aiE%n can be expressed as

ai = ai-ei=Uei'^ai-x2 = 2UeiY^(avXi)-XiEUe^S.2i2     (here     we     use
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Uei(2xi-(x2i-ax)-Xi-ax) = UeiUXiaxEUeiUnilaiEUtl%22 = 0 by [3, p.

1074]). Clearly, interconnectivity is a weaker condition than con-

nectivity.

A supplementary family of orthogonal idempotents ex, ■ ■ ■ , en

is interconnected if the idempotents are pairwise interconnected.

This is equivalent to the condition

(I) 8« = P«(S&)       (i*j)

on the Peirce spaces, where Pa = Ue< is the projection on the Peirce

space Sljj. In dealing with algebras without identity elements it is

more convenient to work directly with the Peirce decompositions.

If ex, • ■ ■ , en-x are nonzero nonsupplementary orthogonal idempo-

tents we have the Peirce decomposition 31= ^Oj-o 8«j. We say

the decomposition has length n, and tacitly assume w^2 (so there is

at least one nonzero idempotent). Such a decomposition is intercon-

nected if we have the condition (I) for all i, j (0^i,j^n — 1) and also

the nondegeneracy condition

(II) aa-%k = 0=* an = 0        (k^ i,j).

This is trivially satisfied if eY exists since as before fi^/= <!<,•-e/£a</

■ Pa(%) = Pit {<*«• %} = Pa \ {an- St/*) • «,-*} = 0 (using Pti U^n = 0
if k?±i,j). In particular (II) is a consequence of (I) if % has an iden-

tity; in this case the decomposition relative to ex, ■ ■ ■ , en-i is inter-

connected if and only if e0, ex, ■ ■ ■ , e„-X is an interconnected family

of nonzero supplementary orthogonal idempotents for e0=l

— (ex+ • ■ ■ +en-i). Also, for algebras without identities we need only

assume

aoo • Slo* = 0 => doo = 0
(Ho) „        _ .        (P,i,k*).

a.o • 2lo* = 0 => a,o = 0

As a consequence of (I) we also have

(III) 8<t = Mb        (i,j, k * )

(IV) «a = »*■(«<#«)        (i,j,k*).

These two are equivalent since the first implies St.yStj* = St»y(Sfy»-SIi*)

and since 2L,-2l,-*C2Iyj- We will derive the first one, and by symmetry

we may assume ij^O. The calculation is the one we have used several

times:

%ik = 2t« - e( E U* ■ PaWl)       (by (I))

= p*b{si«-siy} = *«»{(«•■««)•«*} c «,*•««,•.
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An algebra is n-inierconnected if it has an interconnected Peirce de-

composition of length n.

If 21 is w-interconnected, it is m-interconnected for any wigw.

Indeed, unlike connectedness, interconnectedness is preserved if

certain of the idempotents are "lumped together." For example, in

a Jordan matrix algebra the diagonal idempotents eu are connected,

but en and e22+ezz are interconnected without being connected. For

algebras with identities we have the further properties that a homo-

morphic image of an w-interconnected algebra is ^-interconnected

(or zero), that S3 is ^-interconnected if it has an w-interconnected

subalgebra 21 with the same identity element, and hence that the

split null extension (g = 21 ffi W of an w-interconnected algebra 21 by a

unital bimodule 9JJ is w-interconnected. These don't seem to hold for

algebras without identities. Note that if we adjoin an identity to 2f,

the resulting algebra is never interconnected.

One reason that interconnectedness is interesting is

Theorem 1. Any Peirce decomposition of an arbitrary simple Jordan

algebra is interconnected.

There is no reason to believe the decomposition must actually be

connected even if the idempotents are primitive, though this is true

for finite-dimensional algebras or algebras satisfying the axioms of

[2, p. 246]. The consideration of algebras without identities is neces-

sary here because a simple Jordan algebra need not contain an iden-

tity in general.

The main result of this paper will be to show that, in analogy with

the case of connected idempotents,

Theorem 2. Any n-interconnected Jordan algebra for n S; 4 is special.

This result was first conjectured by N. Jacobson. As a corollary

of Theorems 1 and 2 we have

Theorem 3. Any simple Jordan algebra with three nonzero orthogonal

idempotents whose sum is not 1 is special.

1. Proof of Theorem 1. The main tool we will use in this section

is the

Lemma [4, p. 189]. If e is an idempotent in a Jordan algebra 21,

93i/2 a subspace of the Peirce space 2li/2 = 2Ii/2(<0 such that (2to+2d)3Si/2

C93i/2, then 27 = P* {2Ii/233i/2} is an ideal in 27/or i = 0, 1.

This will allow us to construct ideals: to verify that SB = 57 + 37/2 +93i

is an ideal we need only verify (SSo+S8i)2li/2CSi/2. In particular, with

Si/2 = 27/2 we see £B =P0 {2l1/2} +2tI/2+Pi {2If/2} is always an ideal.
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Let 2t= Eij«o 2C*y De the Peirce decomposition of a simple Jordan

algebra 21 relative to nonzero orthogonal idempotents Ci, • • • , en-i-

The first step will be to establish (I). Applying the Lemma with

e=ej, 33i/2 = 2li/2= E«vy 27; we see SB = S80+SBi/2+S8i is an ideal; it is
nonzero since 27/2^0, so by simplicity it must be all of 21. Then

%u = Piii%\/2) =Pui%) lori^j. This gives us (I) as long as jVO; for

j = 0 we do the same thing with e=ei+ ■ ■ • +en-i, 27/2 = E«>*o 27o,

to get 2I,i=P«(2l£,) (in order to have SBf^O we must use the hypothe-

sis that ei, ■ • • , e„_i are not supplementary, i.e., e^l).

To finish showing that our Peirce decomposition is connected we

we  must establish   (II0).  First suppose a0o-2lo* = 0.  Then  Coo-Sloy

= aoo(2toAy) = (aoo2lofc)2tfc, = 0   for   any j^k   by   (III).   Letting   e

= d+ ■ ■ ■ +eB_iweseeoooGS3={ooe2lo(e)=21oo|oo2ti/27)=0}. But

SB is an ideal in 21  (SB2Ii/2 = SB2Ii = 0  and  SB27CS8  since   (60ao)2li/2
Coo(ao2li/2) +ao(oo2li/2) = 0). Since SB isn't 21 it must be 0 by simplicity,

and a0o = 0.

Now suppose ao,-2lo«; =0 for 0, i, ky±. We will have to work a little

harder to construct a suitable ideal containing aoi. By assumption we

must have at least three distinct indices in this case. As before,

aoi2Ioy = aoi(2lo*2lAj) = (a0i2Iot)2li,=0 for anyjVO, i and thus ao,GS3o<

= {oo<G2lo,|o0i2Io* = 0 for all ky^O, i}. Note also that

(a) P,i{2IoiS8„.} =0,       2I00SBo, = 0

since P«{aMS0<} =P«{(a«a*o)»o<} = P,<{27*(27oSBoi)} =0 by (III)
and 2IooSBo<=Poo(2Iot)SBo,-C2Io*(2lo*SBoi)=0 by (I), where we have
already established (I) and (III) for our decomposition. We also need

(b) 8o.-a«C8M,       »o«a«C»«       i0,i,j*)

which follows from ($„*««)«« = (SBo,-2W)«« = 0 and (S8oi27y)27i

= -(2Ioi2IlJ)S8o< + (2Io,SBo<)2IiJC2foySBo,+2loo2Ify (by (a))=0 and the
result that if »oi annihilates one 27i it annihilates them all. Now we

can define the ideal SB: take e = ex+ • ■ - +en-i, SB1/2 = E»f*o SBo,

CE^o2Ioi = 2Ii/2, and let SB = SB„+£Bi/2+SBi where SB^P.-j^SBi/j}
for i = 0, 1. Noticing that SBi = 0 since 27 = E».<v Sl«+ E>.;.o^ 27y and

P»{2Ii/2S8i/2} = P«{ »«>»«>} =0 by (a), P«{«!„»!/,} = 27,S8oy+27ySBoi
= 0 by definition of SBo*, the Lemma shows we have only to verify

(2Io+2Ii)S3,/2CS8i/2andSBo2Ii/2CSBi/2. But 27*81/2 = 27oI>o< = 0 by (a),

sixSSi/a = (E a« + E a«)®i/i = E ««»<><

+ E ««(«<» + »oy) C SB1/2

by (b), and S802fi/2= { E-Poo(2t0iSBoi) }2li/2, where
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PooCSloiSo^Sloi = 2lo,(93o,-21„y) + SBoiCStc-aoy) C 0 + 23o<2Ly C 93oy

by (b) if jv^i and

Poo(3IoiS8o,)Slo,- = Poo(a0<»0()(a«8l«)

= {Poo(3io.-s8o,)2ioy}a,J- c awa„ c »0<

by (III), (b), and the previous case (we can find J9^0, i since there

are at least three indices). Thus 93 is an ideal; clearly 937^21, so SB = 0,

a0,- = 0, and (II0) is established.

This completes the proof that any Peirce decomposition of a simple

Jordan algebra is interconnected in the sense that it satisfies (I)

and (II).

2. A criterion. For the proof of Theorem 2 we will need a result

which allows us to reconstruct an associative algebra 3) from a Jordan

algebra 31 and a specialization of 21 in 3), that is, a homomorphism

21—»3)+ of Jordan algebras. If {e,} are nonzero orthogonal idem-

potents in 21, then their images (S(ej)} under a specialization 5 are

orthogonal idempotents in 3) (which must be nonzero if the {e,} are

interconnected and 5t*0).

Criterion. Let 5 be a specialization of a Jordan algebra 21 in an

associative algebra 35 such that the image 5(21) generates 35. If

21 = 2^>iJ-o Stiy is an interconnected Peirce decomposition relative to

ex, ■ ■ ■ , e„_i for w ̂  3 and 35 = ]C"7-o S)« tne corresponding Peirce

decomposition relative to 8(ex), • • • , 5(e„_i), then the Peirce spaces

satisfy

(1.1) 35<y = 8ij(%ij), ®u = 8iij(%ij ® 2Ly) (i ^j),

where if P'#: 35—*35«-y are the Peirce projections in 35 the maps

5»j-: 21 ,y—»35*y and S^: 2I,-y®2L,—*35<,- are defined by

(1.2) 5y(fl) = PiMa)        (a £ 2Ly)

(1.3) 8nj(a ® J) = 8ij(a)8,i(b) = Pa8(a)8(b)        (a, b £ 21<y)

and where multiplication in 3D is completely determined for «', j, & ^

by the relations

(1.4) 8ij(a)8jk(b) = 28ik(a-b)        (a £ 21t7, b £ »,-*)

(1.5) S,y(fl ® 6)5«(c) = ««(a • (i • c))        (a, 6 £ 2I,-y, c £ ««)

(1.6) Sij(a)8jjk(b ® c) = ««,((<»-4) •<;)        (a £ 2Ly, *, c £ 21,-*)

S»,y(a <8> b)8iik(c ® d) = 45<,v(a ® ((6-e)-d))

(1.7) =48<it((a-(6-c))®<0

(a, J £ 2ly, c, cf £ 2[«).
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Proof. (1.2) and (1.3) are used to define the linear maps 5„- and

Sn,-; note that 5(2l,y)C35iy+35yi for all i, j. Then (1.4) follows from

28ik(a-b) =2Pik8(a-b) =Pik{8(a)8(b)+8(b)8(a)} =8ij(a)8jk(b) by 5(a)

= 8ij(a)+8ji(a), 8(b)=8jk(b)+8kj(b) and the Peirce orthogonality

relations. From this (1.5)—(1.7) follow by using the definition (1.3).

Also (1.7) and the relation (IV) show that the image of 5,-,-4 does not

depend on the index j. The formulas (1.3)—(1.7) show that the images

of the 5i,-and 5,-,-yspan a subalgebra of 35 (we need wg:3 to be able to

find i,j,k^). Since 5(8Iiy)C8iy(8li,)+8y,(SIi/) and

5(21.0 = 8(Pa(tfij)) C P.i5(21,-y)5(2l<y) = 5,-,-J-(2l,y ® 2Ly)

by interconnectivity (I) this subalgebra contains the generating set

5(21), and hence must be all of 35. This establishes (1.1).

At this point we digress to obtain two theorems about special

universal envelopes. It seems necessary to require the existence of

identity elements.

Theorem 4. If 5 is a specialization of an n-interconnected Jordan

algebra 21 with identity in an associative algebra 35 for w ̂  3 such that

(2.1) 5(21) generates 35,

(2.2) 8ij(a) =Pij(a) = 0 implies a = 0if a is in the Peirce space

2Ly (i T^j) relative to the interconnected family {ek}

then 21 is a special Jordan algebra and (35, 5) is a special universal

envelope for 21.

Proof. We first show 5 is 1-1, so 21 is special. If 21= S^Ly 1S tne

Peirce decomposition relative to the idempotents {ei}, then the

kernel has the form $= 22$<y for $,-y = .Jcf^y. (2.2) implies $y = 0
for iy£j, so $»i2ltyC^.7 = 0, and by interconnectivity (II) we have

$,-,- = 0 too. Thus S = 0 and 5 is 1-1. Note that we didn't need the

existence of an identity here.

To prove (35, 5) is a universal envelope we must demonstrate the

universal property that any specialization y of 21 in an associative

algebra & factors uniquely through 5, i.e., there is a homomorphism

<f> of associative algebras making

a—^e

\/
35

commutative. Uniqueness is equivalent to the fact that 5(21) gener-

ates 35, hence follows from (2.1).
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For the existence of <p, it suffices to assume 7(21) generates S. Then

the Criterion is applicable to 5 and y, giving us maps 5<y, 8,;y and

7y> 7«y- Since multiplication in 35 and S is completely determined by

(1.1)—(1.7), the map d> defined by <A(8iy(a)) =7<y(a), <£(5»y(a®&))

= yujia®b)lor a, &£2l,-y will be a homomorphism if it is well defined.

Consequently, we need only verify

buia) = 0 => ytjia) =0       (a E 27y)

8»y(J>) = ««*(?) => T-y(/>) = 7»*(<z)       (p E 27, ® 27y, q E St.* <g> 27*).

The first of these follows trivially from (2.2). For the second, if

Oiij(p)=buk(q) for p= J^aT®bT, q= Ec»®<7 (ar,7-€:2I,y, cB,d,ElUk),
then multiplying on the right by bik(x) =bij(y)hjk(z) for

x = 2y • 3    (x £ 2U y E 2l,y, z E 2ly*)

yields40ii(Eflr7or-x))=45,7E{^-(^-y)}-2),by(1.5),(1.4).From
(2.2) we see ^2,ar-(br-x) = ^J{c,-(d>-y)} -z. Retracing our steps with

5's replaced by 7's shows yuj(p) —yuk(q) =cuE&u is killed on the

right by yn(x). By interconnectivity (III) such x span 2l,/i, so

c,i7,«;(2lrt) =0 and

£»S« = cuyuk(%ik ® 21,7) = cuyik(%ik)ykiC$[ik) = 0

by the Criterion. But now y(e/)E^-u (here's where we need the exis-

tence of an identity, to guarantee there is an e/), so cu = 0 and yuj(p)

=yuk(q) as required.

A particular case gives one version of

Martindale's Theorem [5]. 7/3) is an associative algebra with

involution * over afield of characteristic not two with 1 =<?i+ • • • +en

the sum of w^3 interconnected orthogonal idempotents which are

*-symmetric, e* = e,-, then 35 and the injection mapping constitute a

special universal envelope for the Jordan algebra 21 = ^(35, *) of sym-

metric elements.

Proof. We claim the injection 5: 21—>35 satisfies the conditions of

Theorem 4. The Peirce spaces of 35 satisfy 35y = 35y<, so the Peirce

spaces of 21 are 27,= {d+d*\dE^>ij} (here we need characteristic

9*2). For ij&j this immediately establishes (2.2) and shows 35<y =e«37yey

is generated by 5(21); since 35;* = 35yi37y by associative-interconnec-

tivity we see 5(21) generates all of 35, and (2.1) holds. All that is left

to verify is that the e{ are Jordan-interconnected in 21. If 35,-j = 35<y35yi

is spanned by all du = dijdji then 27* is spanned by all

du + dl = dtjdji + 44 = 2P«{(<7y + dl)-(dji + d*/)} E P,-,-(2l!y)

by orthogonality and ^*G35y„ ^£35;;.
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3. Proof of Theorem 2. Let 21= 2~lu-o a.-y be an interconnected

Peirce decomposition of the Jordan algebra 21 relative toely ■ ■ ■ , en-i

where »S4. To prove that 21 is special we shall construct an associa-

tive algebra 35 and an imbedding 5: 21—*33+.

Recall that if e is any idempotent, then the map a—*2La defines the

Peirce specialization of the Peirce subalgebra 2lo(e) (or ai(e)) in the

associative algebra of linear transformations on 2li/2(e) (2L„ = L0» on

2Ii/2, since Ua = 2L\ — L<? = 0 there [3, p. 1074]). Thus in our situation

we have Peirce specializations yw of the Peirce subalgebras 2l(4)

= ao(et) (we agree that 2to(c?o) is to be interpreted as 2li(ei+ • • • +e„_i)

if 21 does not have an identity) in associative algebras S(t>, the algebra

of linear transformations in yLxi2(ek) generated by 7(*>(2t(*)). Each 21tt)

has the interconnected Peirce decomposition 2Ia) = / ..-.-^i, 21,-y of

length w —1^3; since <y<*>(§l<*>) generates St4) by definition we may

apply the Criterion to conclude that S(i> has the Peirce decomposition

«w = E<.,v* C where

e,y =7.y(a,y),   6,-,- =7«,(a,y® a,7)      (i^j).

Note also that y{k) satisfies (2.2), since yff(a) ior a£2L;- is just the

restriction of 2La to %kC%i/2(ek) = 2m* a**, and ai;--2Iyi = 0, for

i,j, k?± implies atj = 0 by interconnectivity (II). Thus each 7* is 1-1

iorij^j, and as we saw in the proof of Theorem 4 this guarantees y{k)

is injective.

The first step will be to construct an algebra 35 = 2®»y and maps

S*y, 5,-iy satisfying (1.1)—(1.7). We will choose the 25 y to be isomorphic

to the spaces Si*' (k^i,j) under bijections <£y' such that

(*> <*)

a,-, »S.y a,y ® ,2Ly * 6«

(3) Tiy]   vs$»y     \<t>ij 7»>y/        ^sfty      <Pa

rc(,)--^* KW-^<r>fey        (0    25y >a.u- <«    •£><»
0.7 0"

are commutative for i, j, k, f,5=. We can use these to define 5,-y, 5,-,y if

we can find bijections 0y' making the outer squares dommutative.

In turn, it suffices to find bijections 7^ making the upper triangles of

<*) (*)

Qr     7.y       (*) w        w     7«.y   „.(*)a,-j-►Siy a,y ® 2ly—-?s«

(4) 7.7 j   ™/^        0y 7<y       jTi>-^       |   *«

Sy       (j) * 35,-y S«- (i)" 35,-i
0.7 0"
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commutative, since this allows us to define 35,-y and bijections </>*

making the whole diagrams commutative. The case of y^f for ij£j

is trivial since we have seen yfj, y/f are bijections. For i—j we need

only verify that yfiy^ip)) =y%ip) is well defined, i.e., yft(p)=0
implies yf/jip) =0, since reversing k and / will show 7*' is bijective.

If p= ^2ar®brlorar,brE^iij, theny^(p) is the restriction of 4 ~^LarLir

to 27j. For x=y-z where x£2l,7, yG27*;, 2G27i we have [7$(j>)]x

= 4:*£ar-(br-(yz))=4{Y,ar-(br-y)}-z={[y%(p)]y}-z. Since such

x span 2ta by (III), we see y$(p) =0 implies ySj(p)1=0.

We next define an algebra structure on 35 satisfying the usual

Peirce relations. It suffices to define maps 35iy®35y*—*35<* (i, j, k not

necessarily distinct). Since w£;4 we can always find l^i, j, k, and we

can use the multiplication in S(!) to give us 35jy®35y*—»&$'<8> £]{?

~*S« —>35<*; this is independent of / because

U)           (0
<p,y   ® 4>jk        ti)            (i) ll)

35,y ® 35y*--S,y   ® Sy* --«a

(5) ^S. (im) (Im) (Im) \       (I)

\.    yn    ® 7y* Tift \t>ik
(«) (m)        X. \

<P<y    ® <py* \. \

S,y    ® Sy*   --Sft-(^TAft
<£t*

is commutative. Indeed, the two triangles are commutative by (4);

the square is commutative because of (1.2)—(1.7) and the formulas

yt)(y?j(P))=y<i?)(P) and y$r\y$(j>)) =yW(fi) from (4). Note that
we have (1.1)—(1.7) in 35 by putting together (3) and (5).

If 35w) denotes the subalgebra 35(fc) = Ew**®tf» then by construc-

tion <£(t) = E^*' is an isomorphism of S(A) onto 35(W. From this we

can show 35 is associative. By orthogonality we need only prove

[x, y, z] =0 for x£ 35,-y, y£35y*, z£35*j. If the indices are not all dis-
tinct we can find my^i, j, k, I, since w ̂  4, and then x, y, zE35{m); but

35Cm) is associative since S(m) is, and we have [x, y, z] =0. If the indices

are distinct, we have x = 5,y(a), y = bjk(b), z = 8ki(c) for aG2I,y, &G2L*;,

<:6a*i by (1.1), and

4[x, y, z] = 4{5ij(a)8jk(b)}6ki(c) - 4oij(a,){8jk(b)okl(c)}

= 2bik(a-b)bkl(c) - 2oij(a)bji(b-c)

= 8uiia-b)-c) -Buia-ib-c)) =0

by (1.4) and the Peirce relation [a, b, c] =0 in 21. Thus 35 is associa-

tive.
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The isomorphism of E(*> with 35(A:) also furnishes us with specializa-

tions 8<*> of 2I(*> in 35(t) by 2l(i)-»6<*)-»35(':). We can piece these to-

gether to give a map 5: 2I->35 because 5<*> = 5«> on 2lyCa(t)n2t(!) for

i, j?^k, I. Indeed, since 8fj> ̂cpfj'yfj' this follows from (3) if i^j. For
i=j it suffices to prove 6(,c) = 5(!) on a£2Lt- of the form a=Pu(b2) for

bE^-im by (I) (where we can choose m^i, k, I since w^4); but

y«e)(a)=PiSY(k)(b*)=Pir'Yw(b)y{k)(b)=y$l(b®b) by (1.3), so S^(a)

— 4>uyiih(b®b), and similarly for 8{l)(a), so the result follows from

(3) again.

The map 5 so obtained is a specialization of 21 in 35. It is enough to

check the multiplicative property

8(a-b) = i{S(a)8(b) + 8(b)8(a)}    for a £ 2Iy, b £ %k

by orthogonality. But then a, &£21(1) for l^i,j, k and the multiplica-

tive property holds because 5 coincides on 21c!) with the specialization

5(!). This also shows 5 is injective, since each 5(!) is injective as the

composite of the injective maps 7(i) and <pw.

Thus we have constructed a specialization 5 of 21 in an associative

algebra 35 which is injective, proving 21 is special.
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